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Welcome generous soul.

Thank-you for answering the call, Wild One. Wise One. Maiden.
Mother. Sister

In order to carry this forward, it is my hope that you will develop
your own practice of alignment with your feminine intrinsic nature. 

This is designed with you in mind, the wild, wise and divine 
feminine soul that is awaiting reclamation. It is my desire that you
find this journey and the supporting material soulful, awakening 
and nourishing, albeit a bite of apple awaits your further 
exploration, and in doing so to awaken to your true nature.

Almost like a coming home and to inspire you to journey deep into
the soil of the great mother, her teachings, her whispers and her
tears. Full of tools and contemplative questions, your womb book I
hope will inspire you to listen to your intuition and act on it, 
to gather the courage to be seen and heard and to trust in your
power and wisdom. To reframe this work, this is anchored in the
world of spiritual feminine, rather than political feminism. I call it the
feminism of the soul.

Sacred feminine aims to answer the question, what is true
feminine power. 

So, let’s begin with the full immersion outline of your sacred
feminine journey, together, side by side, joined in heart.

Nic
xx



Reclamation Practice - Self MassageReclamation Practice - Self Massage

Self-Massage to relieve tension points using Yoni EggsSelf-Massage to relieve tension points using Yoni Eggs
and Yoni wandsand Yoni wands..  

To sensitizeTo sensitize
To reconnectTo reconnect
To support your healingTo support your healing
To strengthen and to soften the pelvic floor.To strengthen and to soften the pelvic floor.  

The underlying idea is that Yoni develops a protectionThe underlying idea is that Yoni develops a protection
mechanism because of the way it she often the receiver ofmechanism because of the way it she often the receiver of
force, rejection and pain. This protection is a way of numbingforce, rejection and pain. This protection is a way of numbing
and blocking out all she has been subjected to. Yoni de-and blocking out all she has been subjected to. Yoni de-
armouring is a practice very similar to pelvic floor mappingarmouring is a practice very similar to pelvic floor mapping
in which a woman is exploring the response and reaction toin which a woman is exploring the response and reaction to
different areas of her Yoni. As with many tantric exercisesdifferent areas of her Yoni. As with many tantric exercises
this is an intimacy practice in connecting to our source/divinethis is an intimacy practice in connecting to our source/divine
nature. When we can remember that we are divinity manifest,nature. When we can remember that we are divinity manifest,
we can shed the layers of shame with much more ease.we can shed the layers of shame with much more ease.  

A Sacred Space is vital for this practice. Make sure yourA Sacred Space is vital for this practice. Make sure your
space feels safe, strong and contained energetically in thespace feels safe, strong and contained energetically in the
sanctity of the work you are doing. I always clear and cleansesanctity of the work you are doing. I always clear and cleanse
my wand and eggs, establish an intention and flow frommy wand and eggs, establish an intention and flow from
there. (Your supplier will be able to provide advise on sizing,there. (Your supplier will be able to provide advise on sizing,
santiization/cleaning and care of your sacred tools)santiization/cleaning and care of your sacred tools)

Yoni WandsYoni Wands
A Yoni wand can be a teacher of depth and healing. A pure,A Yoni wand can be a teacher of depth and healing. A pure,
solid crystal worked with to bring awareness to similarsolid crystal worked with to bring awareness to similar
information as pelvic floor mapping. My personal practiceinformation as pelvic floor mapping. My personal practice
involves internal massage for release of pressure points,involves internal massage for release of pressure points,
tension, and for release of emotion. Allowing softness totension, and for release of emotion. Allowing softness to
infuse and pleasure to envelope, if I choose. Make sure yourinfuse and pleasure to envelope, if I choose. Make sure your
space feels safe, strong and contained energetically in thespace feels safe, strong and contained energetically in the
sanctity of the work you are doing.sanctity of the work you are doing.

Yoni EggsYoni Eggs
Love stones.Love stones.    Acts as a weight resistance to help train andActs as a weight resistance to help train and
strengthen the muscles in your pelvic floor. My personalstrengthen the muscles in your pelvic floor. My personal
practice involves using her to meditate, for Kegel exercises,practice involves using her to meditate, for Kegel exercises,
for Womb Yoga: Yoni Mantra/Breathe and sacral opening.for Womb Yoga: Yoni Mantra/Breathe and sacral opening.  
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All breathing work, singing and chanting are a beautifulAll breathing work, singing and chanting are a beautiful
way to come home to this instinctual and naturalway to come home to this instinctual and natural
relationship between the throat, jaw, womb and Yoni.relationship between the throat, jaw, womb and Yoni.  
Fluttering of the lips in any way immediately releasesFluttering of the lips in any way immediately releases
clenching of the jaw which gently softens and relaxes theclenching of the jaw which gently softens and relaxes the
muscles of the pelvic floor. It is magic.muscles of the pelvic floor. It is magic.  
I invite you to begin making all of the noises you holdI invite you to begin making all of the noises you hold
back all day long and watch your womb space rejoice inback all day long and watch your womb space rejoice in
the release she has been waiting for for generations.the release she has been waiting for for generations.
Toning, expressing emotion through sound rather thanToning, expressing emotion through sound rather than
sentencesentence    can also be an incredibly powerful experience.can also be an incredibly powerful experience.
Try this practice when you feel called and ready. WaitTry this practice when you feel called and ready. Wait
until you have solitude as it can get intense.until you have solitude as it can get intense.
Intuitive movement especially movement that allows yourIntuitive movement especially movement that allows your
hips, arms, waist, heart to lift, nothing structured, no righthips, arms, waist, heart to lift, nothing structured, no right
or wrong move and raise your vibration.or wrong move and raise your vibration.
Yoni Mudra (hand gesture pictured) connects you to yourYoni Mudra (hand gesture pictured) connects you to your
sacred place, as does placing a hand to your heart/wombsacred place, as does placing a hand to your heart/womb

Reclamation Practice - The jaw & the pelvis, raising yourReclamation Practice - The jaw & the pelvis, raising your
energy through noise, intuitive movement...energy through noise, intuitive movement...

More on the specifics of "Yoga" in Module 5.More on the specifics of "Yoga" in Module 5. We have long We have long
since heard of and spoken of the Woman being silenced orsince heard of and spoken of the Woman being silenced or
squelched. What we haven’t heard as often is how thissquelched. What we haven’t heard as often is how this
silencing has directly reverberated into the womb and yonisilencing has directly reverberated into the womb and yoni
space.space.  

The jaw is a direct mirror of the pelvis. The throat directlyThe jaw is a direct mirror of the pelvis. The throat directly
mirrors the cervix and pelvic floor.mirrors the cervix and pelvic floor.

The Woman being silenced (Vishuddha / Throat Chakra)The Woman being silenced (Vishuddha / Throat Chakra)
directly correlates to her inability to express sexually anddirectly correlates to her inability to express sexually and
creatively to her fullest potential (Svadhisthana / Sacralcreatively to her fullest potential (Svadhisthana / Sacral
Chakra).Chakra).

This is why we moan for pleasureThis is why we moan for pleasure
This is why we sing and chantThis is why we sing and chant
This is why weThis is why we    speak our truthspeak our truth
This is why we use breathing and make noises for birthThis is why we use breathing and make noises for birth

Dropping into your body and forming the relationship toDropping into your body and forming the relationship to
your voice and your womb.your voice and your womb.

TThere are exercises we can begin to do in order to recognizehere are exercises we can begin to do in order to recognize
this relationship and honor it more fully.this relationship and honor it more fully.    Start with what youStart with what you
are comfortable with.are comfortable with.
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